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WEATHER FORECAST
KENTUCKY: Generally fair
today and tonight. Quite rrekl
today becoming cooler tonight. Wednesday increasing cloudiness end mild- -

YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY
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Four Scouts Receive Badges HAZEL LOSES TO
Of Honor For Achievements NEW CONCORD FOR
FIRST IN 19 STARTS
CONGRESS MUST
CUT EITHER BUDGET
OR E.R.P.-SENATOR
I,
The annual -appreciation dinner,.
Xsto honor all Scoutmasters, '
sistant Scoutmasters, Cub Masters,
Assistant

Cub

Masters

•

A NEW ROCKEFELLER JOINS THE FAMILY

Mothers of Happy Valley District,
Four Rivers Council, was held at the
Murray Womans Clubhouse last

night. Harry - I. Sledd. chairman of
WASHINGTON. Feb. 17. (UP)Happy Valley District, was master
Sen. Joseph H. Ball. R., Minn..
of ceremonies.
said today Congress will have to
Following the Pledge of Allegiance make ,a choice between a 254 ,Ijilto the Flag, -led by Eagle &snit lioropean Recovery
rogratn
Charles Tolley. Rev. George Bell and a sizable budget cut.
gave 'the invocation. Chairman
It can't have both, he said.
Sledd gave the welcome address.
Ball said that if the house and
Lovins,
introduced
Guy
Sledd then
senate ge along with the $53 bilfield, executive, who gave a short
authorized for
tentatively
lion
resume of Scouting during the past
ERP by the senate foreign relatswessmosi
,
38 years.
ions committee, they probably will
Scout Field Executive Lovins recmob
have to forget about their plans
ognized the following members of
for whittling some $2.5 billion
1•1• -ti
the Scout family present:
from President Truman's budget,
Troop 68, Hardin-Homer LassiThat was the extent of the cut
ter, I. W. Barnett; Troop 5O-W. B.
recommended by a joint budget
Moser; Troop 49. Benton-Pete
subcommittee.
Gunn; Troop 45. Murray-Ralph
Meanwhile, both the house and
Wear, Everette Jones; Troop 34,
senate met to discuss routine busGilbertsville-Basiel Brooks. Paul
iness. These were the developCrockett; Troop 75. Lynn Grovements: .
HugefFrank Miller; Cub Pack 49,
Rents-Leaders of both parties
Benton-Pat Aloore; Cub Pack 45,
were talking about a temporary
Murray-Ottis Valentine, Nix Crawextension of the present rent conford, Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Mrs.
despite the Senate bansGlyco Wells. Mrs. Nix Crawford, trol law,
ing Committee's attempts to push
fa.
Mrs. Preston Ordway.
bill. Chairman
Mrs. George Edt Overbey. on be- through a new
Reuse
half of the Murray Parent-Teaeher Jesse P Wolcott _et_ the
Committee and others
Association, presented Den Mothers Banking
decision of rents
with gifts in appreciation of the urged that a,final
postponed 30 to 90 days to
help that these women have been be
give Congress a chance to size
to Scouting in this district.
Sotithern and western railroads toScouter Carney Hendon, on be- up the nation's economic picture.
he day won interstate commerce comWolcott
said
Neverthell•ss.
half of Woodman Camp 592, presentmission approval for a 13.63 per
ed to each Scout- Master. Assistant favors extending controls at least cent increase in their passenger
for
another
year.
Scout Master, Cub Master. Assistant
Raid - Sen. Elmer Thomas, D., coach fares.
Cub ,Master and to four Scouts an
The increase can be put, into el
Okla., accused the Senate Speculatexcellent wrist compass.
fect on five days notice. It will
Scouter A. B. Austin, for many ion Committee of "rading" his
boost the one-way coach fare from
years active in Scout work in this business manager's office to get
2.2 to 2.5 cents a mile, with a pr-district, presented four Murray information about his commodity
portionate increase in a roundtrip
Scouts who received the following transactions. In a follow up to ticket.
his letter of yesterday, Thomas
awards:
The southern railroads will reTom Lamb was presented' the,f charged that subcommittee aides
ceive an estimated $4,200,000 in adbusiness
manager
walked
in
on
Eagle Badge, with his mother, Mrs"
ditional revenue a year. The 85
R. M. Lomb, pinning the badge on Dyke Cullum last month and seiz- western
carriers would receive
ed
his
office
records.
and
then Tom
presented his
$21,000,000 a year in added revenue.
Huey
Kingfish
The
name
of
mother .with a miniature Eagle
First clap fares were not affectbadge; Mrs. Harry SIedd presented Long. - the late Louisiana Kinged by the action. ,They were inthe Bronz Palm to Pat Elkins in the fish, was heard again in Congress
creased by 6.06 per cent last year.
absence of Mrs. Elkins; Mrs. A. B. in connection with charges that
Austin presented her son, Clegg, his brother, Earl, is a tax dodger.
with the_Brina Palm hfrx Bryan Louisiana anti-Long forces want
NEW YORK (U.P.)-The BrookTolley presented her son with the the house to investigate his tax
Silver Palm. Scout -Tolley is the affairs. The pro-long group con- lyn Forsythia Committee decided
that April 5 %vault) be Forsythil
second Murray Scout ever to re- tends there's nothing to investiDay in Breoklyn Outside, the temgate.
ceive the Silver Palm award.
Democrats - Rep. E. E. ,Cox., perature was around 20 degrees.
Rev. George W. Bell, pastor of the
Murray Methodist Church. brought D., Ga.. said southern Demecrats
an interestirig and inspiring message want a "definite understanding"
to approximately 70 persons present about party policy on the-sees,
Issue.
at the dinner.
"We're in the best bargaining
fihiftloTi • We've' - ever 15etn- in.-- he
said. "It would be foolish for us
to let thi sopportunity slip away.Cox and other Democrats are
planing their campaign .to force
President Truman to back down
on his civil rights recommendstions. The matter may come to
a head Monday .when a delegation
of southern Governors confer with
-The Democratic National Chairman J.
CHICAGO, Feb. 17 (01;)-1
grain markets opened steady today Howard McGrath.
and appeared to have stabilized
a
slightly above the bottom hit -du:ing• last week's big price break.
On the Chicago Board of Trade,
wheat was unchanged to 1 cent a
CHICAGO, Feb 17 (UP)-Pro-• bushel higher. Corn was nchanged
to 3 3/8 cents higher. Soybeans duce:
Poultry: Market steady, 15 trucks.
rose the eight-cent limit.
Grains at Minneapolis and Kan- Hens 21; Leghorn hens 31
Cheese: Twins 44 to 45, single
sas City were about the same.
--- The government reported that it daisies 46 to 47, Swiss 74 to 77
Butter 527,57 lbs: firm; 93 score
no grain or flour last week,
but some traders believed the gov- 82 1-2, 92 score 81 1-2; 90 score
ernment soon would resume pur- 80 1-2; 89 score 80 1-2 Carlots: 90
score 81 1-2; 89 score 80 1-2.
ROBERT GLEN JEFFREY. of the
chases for export.
Eggs: (Whites and browns mix- Murray High School Tigers, and son
They believed this might tided
ed) 27,414 cases;'steady; extras 70 of Mr. and Mrs. Glen Jeffrey, has
prices upward again.
The hog market at Chicago open- to 80 per cent A, 46 1-2; extras 80
been named as a member of the
ed slow with lighter weight hogs to 70 per cent A, 54 1-2; standards
ail-Western Kentucky Coeferesios
selling 25 to 50 cents per hundred '43 to 44; current receipts 41 1-2 to
Mem
42; dirties 40; cheeks 30.
pound ,lower.
ir
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RAILROADS WIN
APPROVAL FOR

RATE INCREASES

Cage Star

GRAIN MARKETS
STABILIZE NEAR
BOUOM LAST WEEK

r
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Transfer Of -atients
To Begin On March 15
d

MRS. JOE GARLIND
DIES MONDAY AT
HOME OF DAM
Mrs. Joe "Aunt Lytha" Garland.
81. died of complications at 1:i5
yesterday afternoon at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Richard
Smith, in the Cherry community.
Survivors include her datIghter.
Mrs_ Smith; . one son. William
Calloway
Morris.
of
Goebel
County: one. brother_ _Jim Lee.
Paducah; two grandchildren.- and
one great-grandchild.
'Mrs. Garland was a member of
the Latter Day Saints Church in
Puryear. Tenn.
Funeral services will be held
morning
at
11:00
Wednesday
o'clock at the Poplar Springs
-Church under the direction of
Rev. Lloyd .Wilson. Burial will ne
DURING A RKEPT1ON In Palm Beach before his wedding, Winthrop Rockefeller is shown with his bride, the
former Mrs. Barbara Sears, and his brothers lelson (left) and Laurance (right). Although 50 socially promi- _ in the Barnett cemetery.
{International)
The Max Churchill funeral home
nent guests attended the party, only five persons witnessed the marriage ceremony later.
is in charge of arrangements:
.
•
•

The
New
Concord Redbirds
brought to an mid Hazel's win
streak on the Concord floor last
night by edging the Lions 34 to 31.
The loss was the first for Coach
Hewlett Cooper's. Lions in lir consecutive tilts since December 5.
The Curdmen broke fast and were
out in front 9 to 4 at the end of
tbe first quarter and 19 to 15 at
halftime. The' Lions could not
the maigin In-- the' third
frame and were behind 28 to 24 at
the end. The Lions 'Staged an earlyThird
rally in the final canto but fell
short as time ran out.
Thurman was the big gun for
New Concord with 13 points while
Bailey tallied 8 for Hazel.
Lineups.: N. Concord 34 Pau:
Memel .31
J. Winchester 3 F
Brandon 4
Thurman 13
Davenport 1
Williams 7
C
Taylor 7
T. Winchester 8 G
Bailey 8
Dowdy 3
G
Lassiter 4
Subs: Hazel-Grogan 7.
Score by quarters:
New Concord'
9 19 28 34
Hazel
_
4 15 24 31

and Den

Day Of Spring Adds To DRAWINGS TAKEN
Fiood Menace In Parts of South FOR K.I.A.C. CAGE
TOURNEY FEB. 25
LOUISVILLE MAYOR
DIES SUDDENLY
OF HEART AILMENT
Feb.
17.
LOUISVILLE, Ky
(UP(-Mayor E. Leland Taylor.
62,-- died suddenly yesterday of
heart ailment at Norton infirmary.
Death came at 1:40 p.m.
Taylor, was elected to his first
political position when he .was
elected to the city's highest pest
in 1945 by 221 Votes Over Republibean Roy Easley.
A native of Knoxville, Tenn.,
he was a lifelong resident of
Louisville, making his home with
his uncle, the late Marion.E. Taylor, who formed the distillery if
that name.

SCHOOLS CAN SELL
SOFT DRINKS
WITHOUT LICENSE

in Dixie.
For the third consecutive day
bright sunshine shot the mercury
up to the high sixties in this area.
The -highest point reached today
was 68 degrees. with .a low of 36
last night. The high for yesterday
was 65.
The Ohio River swelled toward
flood stage at Cincinnati today as
the last stages of a flood in the
south sent wafers of the Tombigee
river surging into low sections
of Florence. Ma.
As the mighty Ohio rose toward an expected crest of 55
feet at Cincinnati. the Red Cross
asked eastern headquarters- tor
1,000 cots to accommodate residents
who might be forced from their
homes along the river.
Recent floods in Alabama, Mississippi. Tennessee and-North Ca•:olina had run up a damage bill
into the millions and directly cost
one life.
Over 4,000 who had been left
homeless along the Cumberland
and Tennessee rivers and a number of tributaries began rehabilitating their farms and homes today.
Bnekwatere from the Tennessee
broke an eprthen fill at the

FRANKFORT. Ky., Feb. 17 11.1fo
-Assistant Attorney General W.
Owen Keller today held that neither the state nor the county could
require srhanis that_se_11
to pupils from a vending machine
to take out a license to permit the
sale.
, "The schools are part of the state
and its officers and employes are
state officers," said Keller. "A tax
imposed .on tjae schools when en••
gaged solely in work-iii.ousl, end'
of the schools would be, in a sense,
taxing the state itself-and this, of
-be &Me:-It is customary in ,most schools
Floyd C. Arnold. seaman, first
now to provide hot lunches for stuckiss. USN son of Joe Arnold of
dents 'attending them, and restauMurray Kentucky, is participating
rant licenses are not required bein the amphibious training exercause it is conducted ai a school
held on the Southern
activity. This is a school function cises being
California Coast while serving
,nd in no sense is open to the pub104th -Naval Construction
with
"
The ruling was given to Law- Battalion.
The amphibious exercises inrence County Attorney W. D
clude landings at San Clemente
Sparks, Louisa.
island. and at Camp Pendleton,
near Oceanside on the California
Coast. After storming ashore from
and
craft.
the
landing'ships
-**leathernecks" of the First Marine
Dieision will maneuver inland
M iii Mrs. Charles T. Jarfies to the airfield and develop it for
of Nashville, Tenn.. are the proud further
operations against _the
parents of a son, Charles Michael, "enemy". Live ammunition form
born at St. Mary Hospital, Kanka- fire support ships and planes is
kee, Ml, February 9. Mrs. James is used at San Clemente. but only
the former Lucille Dion of Kanka- sirdlilated firing 'is done at Camp
kee, Ill.
Pendleton.
The training at sea conlsists of
3111)0118 HAVE FIELD DAY
such exercises as: seamanship.
- 'ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. (U.P.)- damage control. engineering, comA district court here Was crammed munications, and gunnery. Fire.
with.judges, both past and present.. marf overboard, collision, abandon
Three judges were hearing caste, ship. and battle station drills are
while three loonier' district judges also held in order to keep the
were listening to the proceedings. ship at peak effeciency.•

MURRAY SAILOR
TAKING PART IN
NAVY EXERCISES

With,_ •

Arrangements have been coin*
preiecT :
la gio
nf moving
t
the thospial`_rtjisen
Devitt Clinic to Murray Hospital on
March 15, Carmon Graham, administrator of the Hospital, announced
today' The transition is expected
to Dr. Hugh Housten, director of
the Clinic. - The trove will be gradual so that no hardship will be inflicted on the patients.
Doctors at the clinic will have
their new patients c,Imitted to the
Murray Hospital after March 15,
and no surgery will be performed
at the clinic after this date.
_ The_ _clinic_ department, _at _the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic will continue to operate as such, but it is
expected that all over-night patients will be transferred to Murray Hospital, Dr. Houston said. .
Arrangements have been completed and standards determine
for the re-decoration of the hospital, •
People inGraham announced.
terested in selecting -a room to dee- '
orate are cordially invited to contact hospital authorities.
The rooms on the first floor are
available to decorators now. As
soon as these are completed,' patients will be moved to the first
floor in order that the rooms on
the second floor may be finished.
committee,
Th e
interlocking
composed of physicians and representatives of the governing body;
has recommended that the first floor
be set aside for general medicine
and pediatrics. The second floor
will be devoted to surgery, obstetrics and orthopedics. This recommendation was adopted by the governing body at its meeting Thursday, February 12.
An . emergency room is being
equipped jute off the ambulance
eritrancrt Arrangements have alsa
been provided for a receiving ward
consisting of one- to four- rooms on
the first floor. These rooms aro
convenient to laboratory, x-ray and
emergency quarters.
The administration of the hospital "wishes to express its gratitude to the public for its interest
in helping to promote the developmeat of a community. hospital ot
great merit," said Graham today.
Rooms are now being decorated -by individual citizens and civic organizations. "It is hoped that other
public-spirited people of our community will join hands in making
the contributions necessary to give
Murray and Calloway County . the
hospital facilities to which they are
entitled," Graham stated. •
A formal opening of the hospital
is being planned for the near future, according to officials. At this
time provisions will be made for a
shower to help' equip some of the
rooms.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.. Feb. 17 (UP)
-Drawings have been completed
for the K. I. A. C. Basketball
tournament to be held at the
Jefforson County Armory Feb 25.
26, 27. and 28.
of
University
Western, The
Louisville. Eastern,. and Murray
was
expected
to
The Tombigbee
are seeded in that. order.
reach a 61-foot level in western
The tournament schedule is:
Wednesday-Georgetown vs. BeAlabama by Thursday.
Morehead;
Wesleyan; vs.
Some persons already had left rea;
their homes in the lowest sec- Louisville v's. Union.
Thursday-Western vs. Georgetions of Cincinnatti but Army
Engineers said they did not expect town-Berea winner; Eastern
-serious emergency • to develop- Wesleyan-Morehead winner; CenThey said they were keeping a tre vs. Murray; and Transylvania
winner:
careful watch on the situation: Z.-- vs. Louisville-Union
The "little six- group of the
The flood stages were caused
conference also has announced
by- the sudden warmth that enits drawings for the Pioneer inmeltnation.
of
the
veloped most
vitational Tournament at Winjamming
and
ing., snow and ice
'cheater this week. No teams were
tributaries of the Ohio with runseeded.
off waters.
The schedule:
wasdowndanger
of
the
Most
. Thursday - TransyMania
Cincinnatti.
stream from
Centre, Wesleyan vs. Union.
A flood wall was thrown up at
Friday-Georgetown
vs. TranNewport Ky.. but engineers warn- sylvania-Centre winner, Berea vs.
ed residents that it could not pro-- Wesleyan-Union winner.
tect them.
Satu_r_glay - Championship game.
Most of the run-off came from
-The K. I. A. C. -meeting voted
melting ice that locked the streams to accept Bernie Shively, Tom
during the month long cold spell Green and Edgar McNabb as ofwhich was broken by the sudden ficials for the tourney
"heat wave" that covered almost
all of the nation to-day.
At Loganspoet. Ind. the Wabash
rose seven feet iii three hours
yesterday and Mayor George F..
.5.T.J.OILIS_KATIONAL STOCKMuehlhausen alerted _police. fireYARDS, Feb. 17 4UP) (USDA)
men and red- croft workers as the
Livestock:
water threatened the city. In the
Hogs 11.500, salable 11.000; unnick of time, however, an ' ice
even; weights 180 lbs up 25 to --.75c
gorge washed out and released
lower . - than
Monday's average.
the pentlup flood. The river drop.FRANKFORT. Ky.. Feb. 17 (UP)
Lighter weights 25 vto 50c lower;
ped four feet in 25 minutes and
-Gov. Earle .C. Clements today
sows weak to 25c lo
r. Bulk good
temporarily disPelled the flood
proclaimed the period February 12
and choice 180 to 248 lbs 23.50 to
threat.
to February 22 as "Americanism
24.25: top 25.50; 250 to 300 II:is 21.75
The. swollen Ohio .claimed Its
Week" with' the admonition that
to 23.25: 300 to 350 lbs 20 to 22: 160
first drowning victim. John E.
"Each of us should deliberate upon
to 170_ Ibt_24.75 to 23,50: ,130 to 150
Turner Jr.,Forrest City-Ark was
aliTit means to reside in a ceunlbs 19.25 to.472.2);_iAtitgr
believed to have drowned whorl
try so blessed by Providence and
Scarce. few 100 to' 120 lbs 13.50
he fell from a barge. A wharf
to reflect on the true spirit dr
to 18. Sows 450 lbs down 18 50 to
boat and a cruiser, sank amid the
Americanism and to qt.& thankt
19.25; over 450 lbs 17.75 to 18.50.
ice.
to our Creator for the abundant
Stags 14 to 16.50.
The pleasantly farm weather
blessing received from his hand."
Cattle 3,000, all salable; calves
was expected to last for at least
1.400. all salable. Receipts light
two More days. Temperatures were
with about 20 loads id. steers on
above freezing yesterday as far
sale, Outlet apparently restricted
north as the Canadian border.
to major packers and these interIt hit 56 degrees on a line extendests bearish. No early sales. Maring through Des Moines. Indianket on light butcher yearlings and
apolis and Columbus, Ohio.
heifers to small locals, but limited_
The warm weather relieved the
inquiry from big killers. Cow*
serious shortage of fuel oil and
steady under light rereiptSr of this
gas over most of the country.
C13-111.---A--gew-tflp medium to good
Minnesota fuel •corgservator Spines
The Sedalia Lions nabbed an cows 18.50 to 20: -common imd meW. Clark said a few more 'days of
mild tenSperatures would help the earl', margin and ran Wild in the dium--largely 18.50 to IL canners
final quarter at Kirksey last night andieutters- 12.50 In 16; bulls about
state build up oil reserves.
He said every warm day sav^d to wallop Kirkseys Eagles 70 to 2T. .steedy but _slow. Good beef bulls
The lineups:
to Weiediurn to good 'sausage bulls
the stile 2.000.000 gallons of the
Pos.
fluid which . has become almost Sedalia 70
12irkeey 17 19 to 11.50; vealers steady; good and
precious in the northern sections Sims 13
Hargrove 5 choice 23 to 28, common and mediJetton 16
Turner 11 um 15.-to 23.
of the country.
- Sheep 1,800,- all salable. Limbs
However, the cold spell had last- R. N'worthy 18 C
McGee
ed too long for some sections to Cates 5
Wilsnn --3- active, -eteady to 25c higher than
recover this winter. The East Ohm Holloway 6
G
Adams 2 Monday, with about 50 to 75c adGas Co. at Cleveland announced . Subs: Sedalia-Cook 4. Smith 4. vance in two days. Run predominantly wooled lambs. Good and
that industrial gas users in the R. Norsworthy 4.
choice kinds 23.25 to mostly 23.75
area will.receive only 50 per cent- Score by quarters:
19 35 47 70 early. Top 23.75 freely Deck good
of their stprrnal supplies for the Sedalia
and chotiAll clipped lambs 2K311./Orkney
rest of the season.
7 9 19

The question today was, "How Louisville and Nashville railroad
will it lastr
Some local trestle at Florence and flooded a
low section of the city. Water
predicted
more
weather experts
flooded the Lauderdale County
snow or certainly rain in a day or cooperative warehouses where 250
two. But everyone hoped that ole bales of cotton were stored and
man winter had taken his last fling forced i radio station off the air.
long
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AMERICANISM
WEEK PROCLAIMED
BY CLEMENTS

LIVESTOCK

SEDALIA TAKES
EARLY LEAD TO
TROUNCE KIRKSEY
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IMT1OP4AL EDITORIAL_
SSOCIATIO N
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
We reserve the right to reject any Adverusirig. Letters to the Editor
items which in our opinion are not for the best intereet

or Public Voice
ef our readers.

Tuesday Afternoon, February 17, 1948_

Thanks-TokulthilLelley
• The Ledger-4 Times.wisbps to._ e_xpreae its
bon trKeith Kelly:e
.iitinty. soils assistant, forthe manner
Which he carried out his job while he was located - in
Murray. He has impressed us with the fact-that he enjoyed his work and felt rewarded, over andiiroVe his salary.
. y doing a goo tub.
The-type of Work that he was engaged in was of ,such
,

•

a nature that immediate results were not forthcoming. The
work that he did will show up in eight, ten, or twelve years.
' The tree planting program that he sponsored will begin paying dividends in - several years by slowing and
finally stopping erosion of land. The ultimate dividend
that it will pay Will be the timber that can be taken from

Air Travelers Really Lose Things;
But They 1 urn Up in Odd Places

WAY

W. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
JAMES C. WilLLIAMS. GENERAL MANAGER

LETTER TO EDITOR

By 11tRINS CLARK •
United
State Cerrespoln0ent
....NM; YORK tU.P.)-You'll never
know how lost ,our belongings
can get unle;s you trifvel by air.
Board a plane in New York, get
aff in London leaving your eyea
glia,ses on a plane which gm; on to
Calcutta, and your specs are really
oat.
But the airlines are prepared.
They have men who speoci their
entire time- traeltine dowrr such
things as baggage, coats, hats,
shoes. false teeth, pens, paasports
and What have you.
Take Tom Hunter, the tall. -thin
man in charge of Pan American
World Airways' lost and found department in the International Terminal-at La Guardia Airport. He's
• forever going around with a fist
•
full of plane schedules, cablegrams
and a harried look or. his face.
to Lind soine missing artieleili
**S-111Wina
Caen .Gatt.-Areemill
As a sample of' what he has to
*rough to unite the passenger
with a 'lost item. Hunter cites this
incident: a passenger arriving from
Lisbon said he had lost a brief case
with important papers. Hunter,figured another psasenker might-haVi
picked up the brief case.
So,- after days of cabling beat
and forth; he learned that the brief
case had wound up in Johannesburg,. South Africa. When it arrived at La Guardia Airport, Hunt-

this once useless land.
IrcrrIcitere- In Tahoe-ay, Is appreciated:- We vim
him much success in his .new loftation at Wickliffe in MS

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Also that a governor, might succeed
The Kehtticty -General Assembly himself at least for a second term.
-is -on the dawn hill side vrth 34 of :so that he might create a. better
the 8011 days passed. Now Icemee balanced personnel of efficient
role as County. Agent.
a
the Unpredictable part of the ses- workers.
sion.
If the Governor has gotMany of his cabinet shoald be
ten over his administration bills, . able to succeed themselves probthen he.Will turn to preventing the . ably waSArrhe exception-of the AudThe Ledger ik Times heartily endorses the action of passage of many 'unnecessary bills itiaaari
easurer. .
-"the Murray Mini!iterial Association and the First Baptist offered by members to get their The- proposed amendments to the
Church in sending telegrams to Governor Clements re- names in the record. Ssirfl: 700 or constitution will be cluttered -up
questing that he veto the local option bill. The church as $OO bills will be offered yet prob- as usual with unconcern. action
an institution should 'by all means be one of the first to re- ably 95 per cent should not pass • for. improving the antiquated docuso the Governor will have to use ment. We are offering no particuquest and demand a veto.
• •
hisgeommittees and aka his veto to liar criticism to the present session
-The action of these local groups should be an inspira- prevett the passage of tinnecessary
as it is as good
the average, puttion to other groups df any denorriination or creed.
bills:
Ong -on the usual capers and frolics
The bill is one that may well change the entire com- It is unfortunate that see have to Our members are realizing v;hat
plexigurrt•this town, and change also that atmosphere of have the List 20 days. of session. In it is ta serve at a distance of about
wholesomeness that is one of the main attractions of 50 years of observation I have never 300 miles from home in real winter
seen a eession that could not- have weather, a decided disadvantage as
Murray.
completed it.aa work in 30-days so te those living within a radius of
if the legialative council could func- .12,5 miles who easily make a round
lien it would be Seater to have both trip any day and attend a session
houses elected for four year terms (it an emergency and that got., for
As -a constant rt:ader of The Knoxville Journal. I and have sessions 30 days annually. all contacts with the departments
claim my right to have printed what t consider the only so that fulls might be repealed • during the year.
explanation of what is the matter with'this country. It may more ashen than every two years.
-T 0 TURNER
be the same thing that's the matter with Europe. In view

A Precedent That Would Be Well To Follow

•

Little Left Unsaid

•

of the statistics quoted below, are we in position to offer
anybody the Marshall Plan?
Population of the Unitri States
135.000;000
People 65 years or older
.,
• 37,*00.001)
Balance left to do the work
98,000,000
,4 . 4
People 21 years or younger
54,000,000
Balance left to do the work
44,000,000
People _working for the government
21.000,000
Balance left to do the work
23.000,000
People in the Armed Service ..........
_10..000.000
Aalance left to do the workr
13.000,000
People in the State and City Offices
12.800.000
Balance left to do the work
200:000
People in the Hospitals andAsylums
126,000
Balance left to do the stork
7-4,000
Bums and those" who won't work
.L.62,000
Balance left to do the work
12,000
People in jail and penitentiary
11,998
Balance left to do the work
2
TWO: You arull. and ytru'd-better get a wiggle on
for I'm getting darned tired of running this country alone!
• READER
Knoxville Journal.

fiYES

KENTUCKY

UP AND DOWN BROADWAY

er learned the passenger hadn't
stayed put. He was sn Buenos Aires
by that time, so that's where the
case was forwarded.
Another biief case incident is reported by United Airlines. It almost
reached serious proportions. It was
during the war when one of the
country's leading engineers boarded, United __plane
IY.aslinigton
heasa mid-west city. then left on
the plane his brief case with tbe
only blueprints in- existence .of
plans for an important government
war plant.
The engineer bellowed for his
brief • case and threatened to sue
the airline for $10.000 a day until
the case was returned.
The air line sent priority messages to and from Washington and
the case, meanwhile, was being
shuttled from one city to another
around the. country. Ten days were
lost before the case. was returned
to the Irate engineer.
Alt Is Forgiven •
it_cleeeloped. _several
were discovered in the blueprints
eo that it would have cost the government several million dollars in
changes if the war plant had been
started immediatelya. as _saris)nally
planned. Consequently,-all was forgiven. a
American Airlines has kept a
record which shows that about 60
pairs of • eyeglasses are left by
passengers on planes every month.
and about 30 additional people in-

quire to find out if they left their
glasses on a plane. American also
averages about two pair of false
teeth each month.
Last month, someone on a DallasLos Angeles flight left a straitjacket, and some time ago, someone
left a cosnietie kit with with three
complete burlesque outfits-Gstrings, tassels
triangles, hair
bleach and all-on a. plane.
N. One Wanted It
•
The AA lost and found kept the
kit for the six-month period all
lot articles ,are ,kept-then had to
throw it out as no one claimed it
and no one wanted it. Usually, AA
gives unclaimed articles to various
charities, but they couldn't think
of one that had any use for a

CommeInttin
CganonBathD
e°"
chances of
man embarking via space ship to
the moon during the next half
century the aviation expert-said.
-I think that would be rushing
thing-,,a bit._
He said. however, that scientists
are now "posilive" they could
make the 239,000-mile trip. -But
it would Lake millions _of dollars
to build a ship that would go to
the moon.- Dryden said "Threehearths of its weight aould have
to be fuel. unless we discoveri a
much more efficient engine than
we. have."
He said each step taken in mak-.
ing rocket engines more efficient
bring us one move closer to setting
off for the moon-with a cheaper

engine than., is available now. —
Cost Too Great.
But using the engines of today,
it would take hundreds of tons cf
rocket fuel to propel a small
weight-say. 50 pounds- to the
moon, the aeronautics- -.specialist
said. That would cost someone a
few million dollars.
--To get an idea of how much it
would cost to launeh a full-fledged
rocket ship with living accomodations, multiply. that a few more
times and it gets into billions.
"As yet, no one thinks the trap
would be worth that kind of
money.- Dryden said.
Dryden added that he would
hesitate ate:say successful trips to
the moon won't be made in the
next hundred years. "Experiments
in the last few years show us
that the trip is-possible.- he said

Gui News
For Folks Who
Suffer From

TUESD,

G-string.
Currently, AA is looking for a
package containing a stuffed cat
egad ea
Some luau in • Canton0
left it-on a flight from Akron un
Dec. '27.
-American Overseas Airlines sepints that during • the last six
months of 1947, 626 separate item.
were lost, of'which 459 were tree...a
and' returned to their owners.
Among the, unreturnable articic.
were: 30 cents worth of nuts,
dairy thermometer, an unwrappc.t
cartua,.__of.:_Broultlyn-maile black
shoe polish,. a one-pound bag of
coffee, and a paper bag contaell,,
hundreds of else-inch cellulaul
kewpi dolls dressed in baby clothes
A children's hospital got those. a
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ATTENTION CAR OWNERS
We guarantee to satisfy you when we
Wash, Polish and Wax your car
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SPRING IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER
So 47
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Millers Falls EZERASE
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Rocket T to Moon Held Possible
But • Just Yet: Costs Too Much
NEW YORK (UPI-Put your designs fur a 'liner retreat back in
the hope chest. The chances ore
there won't be any trip to the
moon this lifetime.
The authority for the statement
is Hugh L. Dryden. director of
aeronautical research
with the
Naticrnal Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics, .
•
Dryden was .one of hundreds ,of.
avaition experts from -all over She
country attending the sixteenth
annual meeting of the Institute of
the Aeronautical Seiences.
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COULD YOU

About 75
in lithigoffii

_MEET THE COST NOW
OF A FUNERAL1N YOUR FAMILY?
Practical minded- persons no !Onset wait until inevitable
death strikes to meet Olt sudden firarcial burden that
overtakes their family. Now, with easy insurance payments
provide IN ADVANCE for the cost of a funeral
. . . and you can be assured of DOUBLE PROTECTION;
first, by the Kentucky Funeral Directors Burial Association

yes can

and second, by the Commonwealth Life Insurance Company.

HERE ARE THE CHIEF PROVISIONS:

•At the death of the insured, finance a funeral under this
complete funeral costs are paid
program by a single complete
By- JACK 'GAYER •
corpse and bitter ,memories.
for .
having been arranged
payment.
United Press Drama Editor ...
Oscar Homolka. an actor trained
IN ADVANCE.
in the European school, plays the
You cannot lose; cash values
NEW YORK
PA-Tivo authors major
with rebels It is quite a
All regular funeral services, and extended insurance values
worked over some of the material
protect you. In the event you
including casket, are furnished
coeracierizatioin, almost
por( use
of the great Swedish dramatist
by the Funeral Director (mem. move to another State. policy
and if you want to see a player a ho
August Strindberg to achieve -The,
✓ STOMACH DAR
bet of K. F. D. B. Al of your then becomes a conventional life
is not ob-essed with the current
Last Dance?, It hardly seems wrothpsas
choice.
insurance policy fox the same
for udder-playing here is
✓
SOUR
FOOD
TASTI
the arouble.
amount, at the same low rate!
your man.
*All members of your family,
The authors started' with Strind✓ ACII 111110ESTIOS
Climax Delayed
from ages of day of birth to 90, *DOUBLE INDEMNITY, in
berts-Modadansen- .Death Dance
Do you reel bloated and miserable after
-As his wife. Jesse Royce Lialis
are eligible under this program. case of accidental death (beevery meal, teat* sour. bitter food? if
and worked over that long static
tween ages 5 and 65), is pro"
is more repressed, but she does a
so, here is /Nor/ you May ret blessed as•
If you prefer, you may prepiece ir.ts one act, their first. From
lief from this nervous distress
sided in these ,policies.
•
gold job.. Philip Bourneuf is .good
!vet
-rime
food
enter-i
the stomach
there on they based their work
as the friend. and Anne Jackson
vital kastrIc 'nice must row normally to
Largely on the same playwright's
GET FULL DETAILS NOW!
break-Up Certain food particles; else the
and Richard Hylton do well as the
food tau ferment Sour foOd, acid tod1-The, Vampire.little known daughter and sun.
For complete details of the Kentucky
utat
g
d.
etaini
gal
and
fregueltly
causes
ince.
sequel to "Dodedansen.- Peter
NOTICTIox roe
Funeral Directors Burial Association's
fret141, peevtah, Dervous
The chief trouble with the play
TNt 101•Italli
esaltsams,loss of appetite, underweight,
Goldbaum. who wrote -The Last is that
BURIAL
INSURANCE PROGRAM,
it takes a long time to arradlass sleep. weakness.
Dance" with 'Robin Short. said
see your own Funeral .Director, or
To get
relief you must Incream
rive at its logical conclusion and is
Initiation services for new mem- the flow elreal
this vitakagastric juice. Medi'The' _Vampire" seems never to
write to Kentucky Funeral Directors
repetitious. An attempt has been bers Of Eli, Nopal, Spanish honorary cal authorities. Us Independent laboraBurial Association, Inc., McClure
have beer. acted even in Europe,
made to leaven the heaviness with club, were held -Thersday evening. tory tests on human stomachs, have by
Waal! WWI.0 1
.0)
Bldg., Frankfort, Ky.
positive proof shown that SS* Tonic Is
which has been much mora_f:ithKUM.0.10(1..Q. ,•C
a earelwriii-leweise•-altes-newer-17017F February 12, at 5 o'clock in the amazingly effective in Increasing
this
ful
Strindberg I than has the comes off.
ow**,
flow
110,
when
it
L
is
too
W.
livid,
or
meaty
asst.
due
Lwisalk
Miss Landis.'especially, Disciple Center. l's
to a non-organic stomach disturbance.
United States
•
is a little too-Studied in its appliThe ceremony was performed by This is due to the 1528 Tonic formula
Anyway, out of all their Work cation. 4
which tiOn,,,:us special and potent actiTHE DAILEY FUNERAL HOME
President ,Wynelle Hopkins, assist- vating Ingredients.
they have contrived a bitter play
James Russo and Michael Ellis, ed by Marjorie Gaylord. secretary,
Paul Dailey, Owner, Haael, K.
Also, NW Tonic he0011 build-up !senof marriage against the 1910 back- I.actors,
ores:tie, weak, watery blood In MAUIproduced the play with the and Jeyce sly. reporter
Urinal anemia, no etch a good flow of
ground of the semi-tropical island aid of . Theatre
THE MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
Associates, Inc . a
Games and songs in Spanish were this past-ie digestive Juice, plus rich redpoesession of an unidentified ttain- new 1 . investment group.
blood you should eat better,steep better,
Jehn conducted by Betty Shroat.
Max H. Churchill. Owner, Murray. K)
Ito HSRMON. W ‘I( liOls
feel hotter, work ize*.t..y. pLsy b,tter.
You es. down NIX or seven thou- try. Strindberg. o( course. waiqO'Shauebnessy,
who blossorbed as
Refre,Ahments were prepared by
Avoid himIshhUt 'Tv `If with
United Press Staff Correspondent sad feet Maybe you run into hepped on marriage. His first
two a director this season with "Cm- Leta' Hamby, Wynelle Hopkins and do.,•!, of soda sod 0:41.r alkallsers te
THE.J. H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
counteract pas and hh.a mg when what
oil and maybe you don t It all were horrible failures -but he-wect mand DeeiSion"
WASHINGTON Teh 17, 'UP...probably did as Joyce
you so assely need fend* ?Loa lio-hetp
W. Chisrehill, Owner. Mornay, Hy.
third iin-i. histr-.as-Saw-dierith. Alas._same
in Alas-la
lweti
as
food
digest
anybrie
you
tar
body
streninti
could
and
Thinking. snout
have with
gging a
le Ira is twice asNew members ere Margaret Red- repair. Don't watt! Jolla
tough, particulirIy
the hoot of
Nisei
of
Raft
the
..
-:
materiel.
Wilph
Alsvaing fur- den: MIty Nance, Irene Oberheti. happy people ass Tonic has helped
hole in the back yard in 0
.a-tch in the winds
JOHN SHROAT, Murray, Ky.
of the pint barrow
The story is how the major cam- nished the two effective settines.
of a (mar of oil or so•
Tommy . Redmon. Jean Cochran.
$
Phone 184-M - Box 232
region After finding oil there, he inandina
she.gahrison and fils wife - •
. ' Robert Bowden and Charles Orr. sae Ton* snipe
Wall don t do it. mister
ait Sturdy Health.)
said, you'd have to worry about of
20 years live in 4.1 , constant atTRIP
PAYS
DIVIDENDS
spud 'the petunia .-.Ewstt getting it .back to the United moh
spe
- -re of contempt and hate. -QUINCY. Mass. rUP.,-DistrIbufor Wig thing___ For another. 'It II States.
She hopes Mat .each ot, the ate- ting them three
sets of l'snris acoat you a-,-heicid of tall,money. • Rep. .Carl - Vinson of Georgia easional
heart spasms he has will mong relatives here. 'Mr. and Mrs.
and
for another your chances iirsiSkTed--t h a i wouldn't -ft its be the last.
She feels thit he h:as Johru.1..- Walsh went to New Yids.
Of sureciii, are about as slird as smarts-v. to .find the oil first and turned th.ar
own daughter against appeared oat a quiz program on thesitting mewn right.now and . welt- worry about trararportaong it at- her arid
describei him as a corn- radio and returned 1615 richer.ing the winner. Among. the t
odore greenrnan said pletely_loatbosiame -person who-'
year-olds.-iet 'inborn of the 1955 that sure was a fact But he added empty
inside and
sustained only
Kentucky Darla.
that it costs a lot money to ep by interfering. in the affairs,
of
Take a line 1,-sson ,frorn the running around the icy , acres. of others
Alaska looking for a screpage f
Navy. '
When the family friend she feels
The 'boys rti pita, have bee
ceekj oil It takes geologists. people-with she should have married in the
sui‘mographs 'far listening to the first place returns
digging like mad 412: Aiesita sin
• to see them
1946 and haven't found awnouzh heartbeat of the earth, drillers and she becemes even more testiest
'lot
other
of
a
help.
She warns the friend that the
oil- to wet main street in Furmer
••••••••••••
The Commodore s-iin it wit,
_
City Ill
. hi. i rriajor will be 'out to -wreck his
"I was so full 01 hos 1 wets
ot only that. the -Navy's ase best guess that it would • take ap I career as health administrator for
. Sour. bitter suboance
spent $4.800 000 in operation Is.' ., overall total of 633100100. even the kland dna sure enough that Is Id burst.
rose up from my upset aairach
• up there. and IS coming back In to find taut if there's any oil apt what happens
after meals. I got INNER-A1D and
ennuresii-tias--mare dasonk
'T
uffI Cr
_Pliik_snuidaer ___37.5J110
,does_
tzt tfiTnee er gas ar7i-d1iriia,
dore W. G Greenrntan nnbeilr,
•
d Lgure put ways and meatu of -get- 1 his hour of' triuMph and the will.
Waistline is wily down
Liza=
i
e that, at, tat* she is free. hem me
before a house sub-eommittee .es' tins it down here-in case. any
4.11avir Meals ate a_ pleasure: 1- praise.4
tasit -beaaust.
terdire --tn - tirlic *boot- ltir mailer, fen.nd
I INNER-AID to the sky."--This, is
lie fetched along' a lot of technic. Bev Dewey ...Short of . Missouri. decides he'd better go back to bis
an actual testimonial and we can
.,.. cal advisers* and three samplea•
chairman of the, subcommittee, said divorced Wife. She is left .with' her verify it
.
nil The advisers. slicked up !if it,. Wei something to think about
INNER-AID is the new rnixturej
to kill, carried briefcases .full
seriously. though, with Russia he said But because' of the lack
of 12 juices from Nature's }ferns. It I,
sheets 'arid 4iggers Ind charts. ih.• only a short jump and a hop from of "Porosity. permalibility end
has relieved many. people who had..
Commodore !ad the saniples iii nut' Alaska
rock pressure. it won't"flew to the never been really helped before
by
Commodore Gteenruan said, hon- well bore"
his aeskets in little bottles one a
,any :medicine Taken shortly before!
farmer strawberry jam jar
,
estl. he didn't think . the .Navy
A bored yreing comr
-Tatee re- 2ealli it trillte,s With Your food: thus,
(lreeninan
adjusted
iiye was wasting as time Nobody in porter with red hair and a little
his
Friminatingahe paisons that foster
got a little pink around the world. he sera IttltiWs whon trouble
. getting all that dnwn The stomach trouble. It will Cleanse the
Big
the, ears and iaid that wain f all oil will - be discovered in Alaska. .committee Was having- trouble., bowels. clear
Convenient
gag front stomach, on-I
&diction'
THE OIL -HE AND HIS, LADS although the scientists up there with.ahr ,asquirms. in' igloo; 304 heed liver
and remove.. old bile.
Terns
HAD_EOUND But darn hear 'all. know that there is scme "Under- 45 they. eifh house office building. from
_
the system. So don't SIO
INCORPORATED
Diggirig for oil. be said. was • ground.-- Some sands baye been
It was too warm lb herC 41t is siiffering!- Get litNERsAID. Said
field.
- 44111 BIG ST
be Saluraleji
gamb,iLanZ
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Navy Has Trouble Finding Oil In Alaska
So Comes Back To Congress For More Dough
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Shop Keach'sm
A REAL OLD FASHION EVENT.

•JIMID

Many Bargain, Throughout the Store.
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You're Bound to Be Pleased ... and Sure to Save
-

Keach Furniture Co.
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For Sale
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Notices

TRACTORS FOR SALE—One Case DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction
tractor, one Ford-Ferguson, one Sale every Saturaay beginning at
John Deere; all equipped. Two 10:30, rain or shine. $2.00 if they
horse drawn corn planters, one don't sell, $10.00 if they do sell.
new Allis-Chalmers tractor plant- Anybody can sell . .. anybody can
er. one tractor mower, one 9-foot buy—Main Street Car Exchange
disc—Joe Pat Lamb, 4 1-2 miles and,. Atictlon Co, itopkinsville
south of Murray, on Highway Ly
If
15
F2Op
NOTICE — LOOK — LISTEN—
FOR SALE—New 2-bedroom house During this cold weather is the
with connecting garage and utility time to have your refrigerator
room, also apartment size homn completely gone over and any
witb garage ir haednent. Phoneeeelrouble corrected—repainted. belts.
1188-R—Mrs. Louis Starks.
FM --gaskets. etc replaced and avoid
trouble in hot weather.—Carter
SALE—Treadle
sewing
ma- Sales and Service, Tel 18, Paris,
FOR
chine, good condition, cheap-1609 Tenn,
Mart7c
Hamilton Ave., garage apartment
in rear—upstairs.
CARELESS WITH CASH
CAM-BRIDGE,--Mass.-tUP)—WithOUGH LUMBER — Poplar and
oak. All lengths. Uniform widths in a month, forgetful women pasand' thickness. Accurately sawn. sengers left a total of $1,800 cash
See John A. Nance, Nance Bros., in James Keith's taxicab. In each
• MlOp instance the honest cabbie returned
New Concord, Ky.
the money—$1,000 to a Boston
OR SALE: Dinette set; chairs Back Bay matron and POO to a
J•ave red leather seats.
J. C. young woman from El Salvador,
Brewer, West Sycamore Street.
CARD OW THANKS
Phone 105-M.
Flee
Wir- wish -to express our heartfelt thanks to our many friends,
neighbors and relatives, for their
kindness, help and sympathy durLOST—Brown leather billfold with ing the illness and death of our
name on it. containing important dear loved one Andrew Armstrong.
Especially do -we thank Drs. C.
papers. Reward $6—James Heath,
Superior Laundry and Clean- H. Jones and Robert Hahs for their
118e untiring efforts and the Max
ers.
Churchill Funeral Home for their
donors of the
Abaut 75,000 feet OE 418it Was laid courteous service, the
beautiful iloral offering. Brother L.
In Mtigoffin count'? Mg 31111:H. Pogue for his consoling words,
Vester Orr and wife for the singing,
—Mid -the - pallbearers for then- service.
-May God's richest blessings be
with each of you when sorrow
comes your way is our prayer.
Mrs. May Armrstrong
Mr and Mrs Lancie Morris
ltp
and children

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
2—Sword
11—Packing ease
15—Avenue
12—To futon nrrnly
14—City in Russia
15—The heart
12—Wriggly
11—Meadow
19—To Intone
11—To conquer
32—Virginia later./
23—Pert to diet
55—Paid notice
26—To embellish
NI—Gains knowledge
se—insect
111.-.Land measure
23—Readplece

35—Swirled about
93—Ltke
39—Reaches
41-1fuslcal note
42—ids
44—Loweet point
45—Rear of ahlp
45—Drink
43—lidan's name
4$—Wind Instrument
50—Devout man of
Jerusalem
52—Prtsks
54—Ctluts
65—To edetS
0011N
1—River
2—Regtoo
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Painless" Dentist '
I •-HAPPENINGSIN -AND-NEAR14AZEL
Soon Here,Thanks
•
H. F. Peschall of Louisville Iasi week. Mrs. LaVender was forTo War Advances wasRev,called
to Hazel Friday
merly Miss Mary prances White of
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PITTSBURG 4M:9—The trip to
the dentist twice a year soon may
be less unpleasant experience.
"The painless dentist," more or
less is here at last. Seience has
developed a way to eliminate the
pain di the drill.
Dr. Harold Hillenbrand, secreraves
tary of the American Dental Assoester
ciation, hailed progress in "pain
yalflavy
416—illinsat card
control"e-tioth --tn extractlens and9—Muscle
26—Harp played 07
fillinga—ak Me_ ,S1L most. signjfi-f_
•Ind
cant of the war time advances in
11—To fInd the
'
,
1111111,11f
rlentistbr.
•
13—Parts of
The latest tool which the war
millstoossi
16-0rain
added to the kit of the "painless
19—Reservoir
dentist" is a diamond-tip drill.
20—Trampler
23—L5dy's UtleTre
. Heat Eliminated
,
Rely
The old style drill, usually made
24—Measures c/
distance
of hard steel, generated heat which
27—To shut out
29—Portuguese rein
would react on,the nerves of the
52—Poets
teeth and cause pain. The diamond
33— X1Yntlan
underworld god
drill produces little heat. Hence, no
34—Coaches
pain.
35—To altos
31—Attempt
Rd. Hillenbrand said much progEt—Appointments
ress has been made in local anes40—Girl's name
*Ss-Nether
thetics designed .to deaden
45—Cain titled 1312a
47—Joined
without endangering the patient.
49—Former priceHe said, however, the use of
ff3rng agency
51—Wind off Faroe*
sodium pentathol is not yet advis13--Chopping tool
able, for the general dentist's cheir
and this efficient drug should• bc
administered only in hospital cases.
Solution Fails
"Hartman's
solution,"
which
stirred up enthusiam a few years
shooting for bigger payoffs these ago, proved a disappointment; It
was, an anesthetic which was apdays.
Then there is the defacing of plied directly to the tooth, it was
clubs. In last year's open at St. stipposed to deaden the tooth while
Louis. the U.S.-Gek -turned down 33 the, dentist pulled it or worked on
sets of clubs. The Pros seldom a filling. But the solution evapmake a check on the slotted facings orated.to quickly and lost its
illegally perpetrated to put more effectiveness.
Dr._ Hillenbrand. said childreii
spin on the ball. That's the whyfore of those - ea's and 66's. Re- ehould be taught not to- -fear the
mernber, the record for the open dentist.' He recommended that thy
still Is Ralph Guldahrs MIL an aver- child's first Visit to the dentist's
office should be Made- with ir _parage.et 70 l-t
Certainly. it .is clear that pro ent7who is to have work done.
golf, a really big business, is going That Should be done when the
to have ,to set its house lit order. child is about two years old.
Dudley is too easy going aria-Sehrle-4 It is a simple application ofiter doeseet have the power. The practical psychology and the chile
game needs a real commissioner may learn there is nothing to
who can't be swayer—and he'll fear.
have to be a guy who can handle
his mitts as well as his mashie.
READ
CIAS04-1EDss

5-Babylonian god

funeral services for Mr. Tay- Hazel.
lor,
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Chrisman are
Rob Hicks Jr. spent-a few days_ in Florida this week visiting their
in Hazel visiting nil parents Mr. son R. B. Chrisman and family.
and Mrs. R. R. Hicks before leavMrs. D. N. White, Mrs. Goldie Eding for California where he has wards, Mrs. Gurtie Grubbs, Miss,
VARSITY THEATRE
been transferred to make -his home. Maud Walker and . Mrs. Page were
"Down to Earth" i 1 Hr. 41 Min.)
His family left several months ago. Mayfield visitors Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lavender
0. B. Turnbow was in Murray Feature Ste5. :
_
are the happy parents of a son bore Wednesday on business.
)07.
.,
duct

2, TIME

k.seea.siao/

„

R-Strir:

0D
and WEDNESDAY
•

,5.

1491WShe swigs like an angel.,.
c-tanceslike
loves'like a woman...
5hk) ki4464)

Today's Sports Parade
By OSCAR FRALEY

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Neely orMurray . were Bzei visitors- Tuesday
night. Mr. and Mrs. Darwin White were
in Paducah reee.ntly on business,

NEW YORK, Feb. 17 (1_1P—Ed
Dudley, easy-going president of the
Professional Golfers Association,
contended today .that the group's
latest mutiny had been settled
amicably but back of golf's iron
curtain the house still was a mess
and needed the firm hand of a commissioner. •
The play for pay putters despite
protestations were split into numerous camps over the loon 'ipplication of "winter rules" which permit teeing up in the fairway and
also the use of illegal sleeted club
faces.
i
Lawson Little hal" resigned as
chairman of the rules commie
when it proved a meaningless title
and a man with muscles, as well as
tact, was needed to put I check
rein on the pugilistically minded
guys digging divots in everybody's
Mob Snob
NANCY
chin.
George Schneiter of Ogden, Utah,
announced that he henceforth was
"tournament commissioner." DudTHANKS FOR 1NVIT(N'
ley denied this, asserting that SchnME OVER'TO SE —
eiter remained only as tournament
TH' HOCKEY GAME,committee chairman. The jockeying is terrific.
NANCY
Dudley announced that henceforth U.S.G.A. rules would be followed, with the exception of the
14-club rule. The pros still will
carry 16.
Still, there appeared to be little
justice in the settlement of the
present issue.
In the
.'rexas open, Normal Von
Nida of Australia was disqualified
for a rule infraction,
oThen in the. Harlingen open the
rules were ignored. The "out" was
that the pros were playing under
two sets of rules, one printed on
the scorecard and the other mimeographed. Under the mimeographed set, teeing up was permitted on
ABBIE an' SLATS
She's Got Him" Nibbling
the fairway. But Little contended
that it was unfair to tee up on
parallel fairways onto which playFOUE!?! DIP YOU-7SURE!111
HE LEFT- - WITH HI NEW
ers heolted or sliced, holding that
SEE P%-GIRL NAMED SHE LEFTA
GUESS.
ALL
7f-4AT
MENG*,
I
they really were in the rough.
"SUE"0.441TING FOR. HALF
'SILLY APORMION HAS DAZED
- When tra -wag -overrulteleedestatte
AGO!
ME ON MY MOTORHIM, I aUESS!
the fact thet he, was chairman of
CYCLE?
the rules Committee—Little resigned.
•
At a secret meeting which lasted
far into the morning, there was a
demand that players accused of teeing up in parallel fairways be disqualified. Illoyd Mangrum wai
one of the accused and he happen- ed tohe leading the-field. So there
were ho disqealifications.
-This despite the fact that -Yoe
Nicht a guest, was disqualified for
a rule infraction a week earlier,
The answer would seern to be
that disqualifications depends on
who breaks the rules.
Von Nida was belted, too, for
calling an infraction on Henry
Kick Me Again !
Ransom. That just means he has
LI'L ABNER
joined the club, for the pros of late
act like a bunch of preliminary
boys. It's a far cry from the days
FOSDICK'S DEDUCTIONS,AS
OH!
(50
10 THET TH' IDEEL 0'ALL
of Walter Hagen and Gene SarT'WHO TN' MYSTERIOUS
US RED-BLOODED AMERICAN

Rita
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"RODEO SPILLS

AND THRILLS"
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BIKE TIME

in
se.
to-

AND WE HAVE THE BIKES

ou
icy
ife

Obis l• bike Seem.lerb•••••

AM"'TO rar"3"

•

and Save Money

Zar
immisbons.
:

Lost and Found

LY?

HER

MTH.EF

and Girls
and 20" for the small ones

Coulson Bicycles for Boys

LOOK!

NEW
BIKES
ttc\ IAN.
Ault /otilik
You'll have the sweetest rolling
(
easiest pedaling bike in town
when you, whiz down the street
on it/b-itiVitight beauty. Just

a few in stock.. „come early.

The answer. according to Dudley,
is that there are mare players'

Radio Flyer, all steel Wagon, big tires—

$8.50

TUNG

CRIMNUL
COULOWT
CF BIN. VERY BRILLYUNT, ON
ACCOUNT OF- WHEN HE TOLE
IT T'THE COMMISSIONER,
TN'COMMISSIONER GOT RED
IN TN' FACE AN'KICKED
FOSDICK"!—

BOYS SHOULD BE SO
ROOM I LI ATED

By Ernie Bushmiller

I ALWAYS LIKE
TO AVOID THE
AFTER-THE-GAME

CROWO

2m...e.55'p'Awd...Lfez—,

By

Raeburn Vats Buren

rMlaHTY LUCKY YOU HAP-IN
PENE0 ALONG.THEY WENT
HOME WITHOUT ME.MY
GIRL AND MY MOTORCYCLE,

H-H! I M!55
I MEAN.
'THAT MOTORCYCLE 50MEip
THING AWFut

By Al Capp
OH-EF ONLY TN'
COMMISSIONER WOULD
NOOSESTOP A-KICKIN' FOSPAPUH, DICK, AN'BELLOWN'
LI'L
THET HE IS A IDIOT,
P,BNER.r.r LONG 'NUFF T'LISSEN
I'HIS IKITELLY0UNT
DEDUCTION—

WAR'S

TWAY'S

Every Tuesday Night

EARLOSsciosbi
HAVE KICKED ME OUT
OF YOUR OFFICE
TIMES.17— BUT, I
REPEAT DOGGEDLY,
CR1MWAL
THE.
Is'•-

a

at 8:00 O'clock

City Auditorium
PARIS, TENN.
Sponsored by N".F.W
Advance Seat Sale

Fry Drag

at

Co. 46,
•
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A "PEACE PLATE" FOR TODAY.

Weddings

JO WILLITIUS, Editor — PHONE 374-M

Sao• Witeati Save,Kai!Sao•agePeeled

:MIME

Unite

WEDNESDAY PEACE PLATE

Miss June Foy
Has Birthday
Party Monday--

• Coldwater-W.S.C.S.
Meets At Church •
Saturday Afternoon

Kirksey P.T.A.
Plans Community
Supper February 27

Social Calendar

Miss June Foy was honored on
The Coldwater W.S.C.S. met at
her eighth birthday. Monday. with the church Saturday afternoon.
a party by tier mother, Mrs.. S. V. Feb. 14th for its regular meeting.
Foy, at 'deo- home on Sycamore Eight members and four visitors
street. A meeting of the Brownie'
were present,
was held at the same orne..
i'il snag was Let The
the t1-0tient
Tice honoree received many niie
. '
gifts. Games were pi*ed and Lower Lights • he -Burning:- The
songs were sung by the group
devotional was led by president
After the candles on the birth Mrs. Vena Turner followed with
day cake were lighted Mrs. Foy and ,
prayer by Mrs. Mildred Adams.
her daughter. Jenell. served ren bine
interest
scuss
rob3i imi
was
on s.oLue
ingsivdein
Anaux4
. fresh:items to the_..taaviing_igt...._.the

The Kirksey PTA. met Friday
at- 1.30 for their regular session
with Mrs. Kenneth Palmer presidSIM
brae. Om
ing.
CHAPTER WV
thought brought hot tears to her •
The following program was preeyes. She lay there weeping in desented
LATE that afternoon, Molly spair, shaken by
sobs....
Song-by group: devotiono
- l-Mrs
told Linda that Duke was
W. Lyles. Forgetting The Past. Let stronger and wanted to see her. SOON
after Linda had left Duke's
Us Look Forward-Mrs Johnnie Molly had been with him alroom. David had come in to see
Walker. reading - Dwane Jones; most constantly
his
friend
Now they sat talking of
all clay and, by
Parable for Mothers-Mrs H. P.
the peace on her face. Linda the mill disaster. and David was
trying to express his remorse over
MU; 0Or Debts To Others-Mrs.
knew they had reached an un- having persuaded Duke
to take the
J. Walston.
derstanding about the future. Germans back into the mill.
.-Woods---Mrs.
and
Mrs.
'littler.
She
found
propped
1•4176tti:RulTor -helping -Mate a
"You were right. Duke. and I was
Duke
up in
-Carolyn Wallis.- -•
3.fisse
Norm
.
:anat.-, hr teachers in the school, ably discuss- bed, with his Winged shOUlder wrong." he said. "I should have
better society
4s Ragi4.
hardened
my-heart to their pleas.
'
Achisili.
'Mgr- Airs: Michell.
mond, Georgia 1k41Y
Carol Jones, Sue
"Linda." he said. "David told me But its difficult to do that when
Mrs. Woods urged the communistudy'
eras
lb
bible
tlie
The
today that you.were blaming ,your- you see people suffering."
Barb.ough, Berbera- -Ann Mott.t
Chapter of Acts. led by Brother ty- -to make full use of their re- self for not. making a report to the
• Mylene, Jones, Lynn Hallo Sharon
"You did the only thing you
sources. to .rteate, 1 good wholeBlankenship
The
P
If
hospital about treating Eitel Roe- could do. David." Duke
following
f
ifOnt0Gh. Pat Calhoun. Sandra Lou
leich's arm last January. He ex- "And I believe that I did argued.
Chapter waiselected im the study some Environment,for all children.
the only
•- Phillips. Delona Lie Young, Mil'
Mrs. Miller streamed that intelli- plained the eircurastances to me, thing that I
Mirth.could do. We
—
and Ann -Douglas, lila-Lee Smith. ,
gent voting is the duty and WA: and I want you to know that tm have been wrong to allow would
human
Brownie leader. Mrs George Lewis,
not blaming you.'
ege of every good citizen.
beings to die at our very doorstep.
.and the honoree. Miss Foy.
There
"If 4:c1 only had my wits about
was no way of foreseeing
After the program a bosioess
session.was held and the group me." she replied. "I'd have realized that they would later turn treachwhy
he
didn't
erously
want
a
report
made.
against us. In fact, I doubt
voted to donate- S100.00 to improve
But I saw him only as a man who whether they originally intended to
the school yard.
was in danger of dying unless his do so. I believe they came back with
Plans were also made for the arm was given the proper treat- good intentions and might have
community
supper
which
will
'be
ment, and I was so preoccupied kept those good intentions if they
The New Concord Homemakers
with doing all I could for him that hadn't fallen under the evil influClub will meet on Friday. Febru- Friday night. February 27
Following the business session I didn't stop to wonder how he had ence of Eitel Roeleich. He's the
--ars- -20, et- 10 a rn. at -the- home -of
map I hold responsible. The others
The Officers of the WOocirtien
lovely refreshments were served by received his injury."
Mrs Wade Roberts..-:'``'
were merely his tools."
"Well,
even
if
we
had
caught
him
Circle met at the home of Mrs.
Mrs.
Luther
Greenfield,
Mrs. ShanThe lesson on sewing this month
He went on then to tell David of
at that time," said Duke. "it might
chnlirtine 1Boggess Tuesday at
will be given by Mrs. Frank Huey. on Ellis, Mrs. Clay Darnell. Mrs. not have prevented what happened the talk he had had with Roeleich
7:30 o'clock with .Mrs Gladys
• Miss Erin Montgomery will give Bill Garland and Mies Johnie Mc. last night. He wasn't the only man before the man died.
•
Hale as co-hostess A business
Involved. There would have been
• report on the Farm and Home Callon.
me.'' he said. "have you
meeting was conducted by the
others to carry out the plot to de- ever seen a man completely without
•••
Convention at Lexington.
President
stroy
the mill."
4
soul? Well. I did. David. when I
All members are urged to be
"It's kind of you to try to make talked with Ftoeleich. It was apMrs Glady's Hale and Mrs Lois
--present and visitors are always
better
me
feel
it."
said
about
Linda.
palling to realize that any human
Waterfield gave some good .pouits
welcome.
"but I can't help feeling partly to being could be so utterly ruthless
-Ms how to make-a more
• ••
blame..,"
It made me appreciate more than
•
_prid interesting program for
ever the value of kindness No. Daofficers club
WHEN she left Duke, she went to vid. I'm not sorry that we let oUr
.The Home Department of the YY her room in the nurses' home. hearts sway us in the case of thole;
The hostess served a salad plate
Murray Woman's Club will meet +at There, she found Molly wawa**. others.
Crawford Barnett. Jr.; Feb. IS., _
,earrying out the valentine motif.
-The mistake I made was DOI
7:30 Thursday evening in the Home Mr. The other girl's fNwags
• to the 18 officers present.
Mrs Lorena Marshall, Feb. 20..
that I took them back into the mill
Management House, North Four- aglow.
but
that I failed to do more than
"Oh.
Linda.
I'm
ashamed
to
feel
fol
teenth street.
.
so happy at a time like this. but I that. Fearing that some of them
The program entitled "Place of can't help it," Molly exulted. "Duke might be imbued with Nazism.
I
ts in our Present and I are engaged."
should have made an effort to show
Day Life" will be giver) by Miss
Linda put an arm around her. them the evils of that system and,
"Molly. I'm so glad! I told you all on the other hand, the advantages
Ruby Simpson and staff.
of our American way of life. I
Hostess will be Mrs. W. J. Gib- along that he really cared.son. Mrs H L Oakley. lilts. 1. D. - "I know, but I couldn't believe it, Might have been able to counteract
...
t an idiot I was to treat him the inflammatory influence of RoeHale. Mrs •Noel Melugin.lers. Car- the way I did! But even now,I can Inch and even to have got
wind Of
IT HAS
ney Hendon.
'Mrs.
hardly believe it's true that he loves his plot."
Connell
. Oh. darling. It's wonderful!"
Linda felt her own heart grow MIKE lay back and, for a while,
EVERYTHING!
lighter because of Molly's haml- a.° the two men were silent.
Dees.
Then. David said. "Well, the imHowever. after Molly was gone, a portant thing now is to think of the
feeling of great loneliness and de- future rather than the past."
"Yea." Duke agreed, his face
pression gripped her. Why couldn't
she be granted the joy that had lighting up "And I've already got
et/me to Molly? She seemed fatbd plans for a new plant whirling
The - regular meeting of the to be unlucky in love. F. ,t. there around in my head. I'll make it
Woodmen Circle Grove 126 met bad been Chan. And now. David. twice the use it was before. I exIn both cases. she had had a pect to get more governmentconat the Club House Feb 8. at -7.3t)
brief dream of happiness. And tracts. and I want to be ready to
o'clock
then, the illusion had been shat- help Is much as I can in this all•
The President. Mrs Lillian Hoff- tered, Loire was like quicksllver. out national defense program."
man presided. over the ritualistic You tried to grasp it but. just as
He talked on eagerly but. Preswork The attendance prize was you thought you had it, it escaped ently, David rose to leave.
"You
mustn't :Ire yourself. Duke.
you.
awarded to Mrs Genora Hamlin.
If only Eve hadn't come here! Better rest now "
The next meeting will be at the
As David turned toward the door,
But for Eve. David might
Club House March 11 at 7.30 have returned her love. in time Duke called him back.
She reo'clock
"Walt a minute. There's somecalled the time he had kissed her.
Surely, that must have meant that thing I haven't told you. Tye sot
he was beginning to care.. . . But other plans besidesthose for the
then, Eve had come and cast her new mill. Made them this after003Cin"
Well over him. . . .
David. seeing the smile on Duke's
Llnda flung herself across her
bed and closed her eyes. If David face, guessed what he was about to
should f
Eve, she felt she say.
February 17. Tuesday-Youth revi- couldn'temur/
"You and Molly?"
bear to stay on here. She
val. 6.30
couldn't go on working with him,
"Right! I've at last won her over.
rebnpry 15. Wednesday-Chapel, seeing him every day, if he be- I guessgetting battered up has
music department. Basketball longed to Eve-or any other girl. some advantages, after all."
"CongratultWons. 01 d fellow!"
game. Cookville, there. Youth She'd have to go back to Chicago- David
exclaimed, shaking his
to the Erie Hospital.
.
revival. 8:30 ,
But even there, would she ever friend's hand. "I'm mighty glad!"
February 19, Thusisday-Youth re- be able to forget him? Could she
"Thanks, When you go out. see
forget him as she had forgotten if you can find her. will YOU. and
vival, 630 ant
February M. Friday-Stoic-inlet par- Chan? No! Her:love for C'him-if send her back here. Ask her what
Indeed. It had really been love_ she means by running out on me
ty. student center. 730.
She seems to forget I'm a sick
February 21. Saturday-Basketball was nothing compared to the feelins she had for David. He would man!"
game. Louisville, here.
forever be a part of her. Without
February U. Wednesday-Chapel, him. she could never know this •
ITo be cniielatTedi ,
Citizenship Day, Intramural hassunas —Dear muse her di.- (The Characters tn this serial ere
fictstious)
oratoriaLlittit
5S .01esness. is4i, o. Arcadia Sam ttialmlng,agotsy of
February 24 Tivuesday-K.I.A.C.,
Louisville._
•February 27. Friday--e a mpus
Lights. KIAC
Plabruary lg. .Satutday-CarnPuS
Lights. K.I.A.C.. Forensic tournament, Wilson hall.

•

•

Homemakers To Meet
At New Concord
Friday Afternoon

Officers Club Of
Woodmen.Circle
Meets Tuesday

Happy Birthday!

•

I

Home Department
Of Womans Club To
Hear Miss Simpson

Tuesday, February 17
The following Circles of the
WSCS of First Methodist Church
will meet at 2:30:
Circle I with Mrs. N A. Waldrop, chairman, will meet with
Mrs. L. R. Putnam.
,'Circle II, Mrs. Bryan Tolley,
chairman, will meet with Mrs. H. T.
Waldrop.
Circle III, Mrs. A L. Rhodes,
chairman, will meet with Mrs. Max
Hurt,
The World Day of Prayer will be
observed it the First Christian
Church beginning at 2 p m. The
theme - will be "The World at
Prayer."
The Girl Scout Council will meet
with Mrs. George Hart at 8 o'clock
for_e jmt lenk supper.
, Wednesday, February 18
The United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet at the home
of Mrs. G. B. Scott at 230.
The 8 O'clock Ag Club will meet
with Mr and Mrs. Wendel Sinkley. Payne Street,

IEN
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Women's"ri, izes'38-44.

• Mist. Sizes
• many Colors
• Spun Rayon
• Crepes
• Wash Silks
• Linen
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NEW PRINT DRESSES
• Sizes 9 to 48
• At, Styles
• Asst. Fast Colors
• Beautiful Patterns

$249 298 -

Ladies Spring Skirts

•

395

Ladies Spring Hats

The latest style-S.All new lengths. AB AM'•

have a hat for every purpose in all the

$2.98 - $3.98 - $4.98

•4FW SPRING SHADES

BLOUSES . . $1.25 to $3.98

$1 98 -$2'98-$3.95

DRAPER &DARWIN STORE

•

ALWAYS UNDER THE MARKET

Phone, 482

-
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ASST ol7Fis and COLORo

Your FRIGIDAIRE Dottier .
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LONGS, KHORTS,TOPPERS.ASST. SIZES AND COLORS

$129
'
- 16-19

JOHNSON APPLIANCE
South Side Square
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LADIES—SPRING—COATS

COME IN AND TALK YOUR RADIO
TROUBLES OVER WITH HIM

BILLINGTON-JONES
MOTOR CO.
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Mr. Imes was with us from I 941 to
• 1946 and is not a stranger to
many of you

Littleton's

Afte

policy 1,
toward
over bol

:RADIQ_ REPAR_DEMRTMENT

rec:oind fo:;rice

• 4.

K

$998_595

LADIES COAT SUITS

Mr. Thad Imes of Kirksey is back with
us in charge of the

,144
ft
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Olt 101IR
.
Quickly
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LADIES NEW SPRING DRESSES
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Not a single item left in this department excel-A brand new merchandise. Selected for style and quality and service; and most of all this new merchandise is
priced low. We believe in a small profit, and a quick turnover.

Read the Ledger & Times Classified Ads

Thedress:sensatio
n_-Of the'nation:
a
49,
avormor ,
11.• ••-•
Lonsdale's fine combed cotton .
as ".,
...crisp..and coo_A.
1! Concealed

4-H Club Clendar

Ladies Ready. To-Wear Dept.
LADIES WECOIN.VEIT

N.

Trui

va-

-IN OUR

-

GOLFER

tables enough for the main plate. A.

few extra potatoes boiled in their lack.
eta will make a line addition for folks
who need 1719TO calories. That way none
of the good brown gravy will be wasted,
and you won't be so tempted to use
bread, With this bountiful math dish,
salad,
serve an orange-cabbage

NEW SPRING STYLES-

College
Calendar

••
-- •
Mr. arid . Mri. R. L. Turnbow.
who have been living in Memphis
for the past two years. have moved
back to Hazel arid will have rooms
ie. the home of Mr. and Mrs. earl
Marshall.

so as not to over cook. Serve hot. Makes
4 to 5 servings.
The Savory Brown Stew carries vege-

Now We Can Truthfully Say'Wit Have Nothing But ..

Woodmen Circle
Meets At Club House Sunday •

Miss Evelyn Linn is confined to
her home on Olive street where she
is receiving treatment fur a serious

cover meat. Cook Slowly in • covert
pot. Lamb or veal will probably r..
quire I's to 2 hours, beef may n••• d
14 to 3 hours. Add other vegetable,
during last half hour of cooking on o

adat:uhnceplror'cite:Led!"Mn
li"
nilla
Food Tip: Make the stew, using
favorite
meat
family's
-beef,
your
veal, lamb, or whichever is most
economical just now in your community. Select beef or veal neck,
plate, brisket, flank or shank; or
lamb shoulder, neck,flank or shank.r
Many of these are priced lower!
than the commonly preferred cuts
--- from the same
These cuts are especially suitable
for this dish if they come from
underlinished or cornmerciantrade
meat. They contribute excellent
flavor so desirable in stew and are
Improved by browning. To conserve
salt
all meat flavor, add a little water
lemear
to the frying pan used for browning, I
tablespONIS Spar
boil
slightly and add the water
1 cup tomatoes
gravy to the stew.
tablespoons chopped mien
Bayleaf. cloves, peppercorns, for
Save time on another meal by!
. seasoness. If desired
baking an extra quantity of cottage
1 tap diced potatoes
pudding to serve with a different
1 cup diced carrots
sauce later.
rea Seed celery

Homemakers 'Clubs
Schedule

a

e.

Cut meat into inch cubes and sprinkle

with salt. pepper. !tour. Brown in
little fat and add chopped onion. ad]
tomatoes. spices and enough water L.,

Thursday. February 19
The Home Department of the
Thursday, February 19, 2:00 P M.Murray Worrians Club will meet at
- Training School
730 at the Rome Management February 17-Kirksey Club at 1:30
pm. at school.
House.
atanCE
February 18-East Side Club at
LOCKED PANTS NO GOOD ,
B. D. Nesbet, field secretary for
10 a.m in the home of Mrs. Pat
GOSHEN.- Ind. 1 UPS-Roy SlickHackett.
1 the Kentucky Disabled Ex -Service
er, a mechanic, fixed a little lock February 19-Pottertown Club at! Men's Board,
will be in Murr.iy
on his pants pockets so thieves
10:30 in the home of Miss Delia Tuesday, Feb 17, to aid veteran's in
could not get his billfold A few
Outland
filing claims for themselves and
days later two rubbers dragged him February 20-New Concord Club their dependents,
and to advise
Into an alley, took off his pants
at 10 a.m in the home of Mrs. ithem regarding any other benefits
and carried than away.
Wade Roberts.
I to which the may be entitled.

_ so.
• I.\•

$10'95

For today's Peace Plate the Cabinet Food Committee suggests that
you feature Savory Brown Stew.
Stew, as all lovers of good food
know, can be a delectable dish.
Long, slow cooking of the matt is
one of the secrets of a perfect stew.
Putting the vegetables in for only
long enough to let them cook thoroughly without getting mushy is
another thing that makes the dd.
ference between the epicure's
goulash, and just plain "stew." A
little care will make this Peace
Plate one to be encoted again and
again.
While the Mew simmers there'll
be plenty of time to stir up a cottage pudding and pop it in the oven.
Cottage pudding, if anyone doesn't
know by now, is cake made with
less egg and less sugar than "real
cake." It is usually baked in a
shallow yquare pan, and cut in
squares for serving with a sweet
sauce. Vanilla sauce is suggested
Lot today, because "everybody likes
vanilla," and the stew and salad
have provided several complex flavors.
SAVORY 1u:ow,' my
13 pemeas Ism raw asset wiliest ,bees

Murray, Ky.
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